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ATTENTION: This is NOT real Jack Thompson porn. To our knowledge, Jack Thompson has never posed naked. To our 
knowledge, Jack Thompson has never BEEN naked.

Best Story EVAR: Judge Goes
After Jack Thompson For GAY PORN!!!

Yes, pro-censorship lawyer and media personality Jack Thompson, a self-described 
fundamentalist Christian, is in danger of being reprimanded for distributing gay porn. 

GamePolitics.com has been covering Wacky Jacky’s recent legal troubles, involving 
charges of professional misconduct filed by the Florida Bar Association. As reported 
previously, Thompson is counter-suing both the Bar and the judge in his own case. 
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Yes, pro-censorship lawyer and media 
personality Jack Thompson, a self-described 
fundamentalist Christian, is in danger of 
being reprimanded for distributing gay porn.

GamePolitics.com has been covering Wacky 
Jacky’s recent legal troubles, involving 
charges of professional misconduct filed by 
the Florida Bar Association. As reported 
previously, Thompson is counter-suing both 
the Bar and the judge in his own case.

That judge, Adalberto Jordan, is now pissed 
because Thompson attached unredacted 
images from gay porn sites in an 
electronically-filed motion. Thompson was 
bizarrely trying to prove a connection 
between the Florida Bar and Norm Kent, a 
criminal defense attorney in Fort 
Lauderdale, who publishes National Gay 
News. Kent’s website does not contain 
pornography — but ads do link to gay porn sites. Thompson is accusing Kent of 
distributing gay porn to children (via the ads); and therefore the Bar 
Association distributes gay porn (through some unclear process).

However, it seems that the only person being exposed to gay porn, who did not 
want to see gay porn, was Judge Jordan. Apparently, you’re supposed to get 
permission before submitting pornographic images to the court. Thompson did 
not.

I can just imagine Judge Jordan sitting down at his morning coffee, skimming 
through the day’s business, when suddenly there are photos of men involved in 
unregulated Greco-Roman wrestling. The spit-take must have been gorgeous.

Jordan is now giving Thompson a week to defend himself, before referring 
Thompson to the court’s Ad Hoc Committee on Attorney Admissions, Peer 
Review, and Attorney Grievance for punishment.

Thomson has a long history of “accusing” his enemies of homosexuality. Most 
famously, he accused future Attorney General Janet Reno of being a lesbian. 
(Reno may in fact be a lesbian. But it’s hard to see how this should matter to 
anyone but Reno.)
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